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About This Game

VR Dream Match Baseball is experience to challenge Big League pitchers.

Challenge a pro’s fastballs and breaking balls as a batter and catcher! With true hitting/catching sensation. You can experience a
real pitcher’s balls in a big league baseball stadium with realistic sensation as a catcher or batter. You can shuffle pitch types
from the menu or button operation. You can also enlarge the size of the bat or ball so that you can hit the ball more easily – a

feature you could enjoy only in the digital world.

・Takes place in a stadium setting creating a true sensation.
・Catch a 102miles/h straight ball ! Do you have the courage to catch it?

・Aim for home run ! You can experience pro pitchers’ various pitch types, such as straight ball, curveball, splitter, etc.
・Data display: Catching results, batting results, results per ball and reaching distance

・When you hit a home run, grand fireworks and great cheers will bless you.
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Title: VR DREAM MATCH BASEBALL
Genre: Sports
Developer:
SOOTH Inc.
Publisher:
SOOTH Inc.
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 1060 or AMD Radeon™ RX 480

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Japanese
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Pretty interesting to see professional Dota players embrace the competitive scene and dedicate their lives to something that
makes them as a person very inspirational.

8/10. It is a fairly simplistic yet well execute TB strategy with 40K Titans. Well worth the asking price even now and I am sure
the devs will keep improving the game.. An enjoyable bullet hell game, not unduly hard on the normal setting, with aparodic,
self-referrencial steampunk setting\/plot. The dialogue is outrageously histrionic and hilarious--whomever wrote this has a great
command of the English language and 19th C. style. there are eve nods to shoot-em-ups like Zero Wing and Star Castle and
some referrences that I know I'm not getting. Graphics get the job done nicely; there's even a stylishly illustrated intro and
ending sequence.

The biggest frustration is the controls, and I'm kind of miffed at the developer for not giving us the option to reassign keys.
Space bar is always shoot, and on a lot of laptops, whether you use the arrow keys or WASD, at least one will be on the same
circut as the space bar. In other words, you can simultaneously move up left, you can move up and shoot, and you can move left
and shoot, but if you try to move up-left and shoot the keyboard won't acknowledge the last key you pressed. The simple
solution would be to use the mouse, only this game's mouse movement feels imprecise, sluggish and then erratic. The best way
to play it, then, is use WASD\/arrow keys to move and the mouse button for your primary weapon. You'll loose the odd life by
accidentally moving the mouse, is the only downside. I imagine playing it with a gamepad would be fine.

This isn't hardcore bullet hell, and if you've played some shmups you'll probably beat the game within one to two hours. Steam
and Metal aims for the style and length of old arcade or console shmups, with the intent that you want to periodically replay
them. I would say the gameplay is fun enough and the dialogue funny enough that you will. Certainly worht a dollar, and I
wouldn't mind seeing a sequel.. is anyone still playing this game. I usually hate rogue-likes. For some reason I 100% love this
game. One of the best games ive ever played.

The music is so freaking amazing.

Perfect game for coop.
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Very short yet sweet little book. There is no dialogue or music with words. There is instrumental though. It reminds me of my
family. I don't have a dad (seperated) and my mom isn't around that often as I would like. I always watch over my little siblings.
Make sure they eat and get ready for school. Things like that.. Entertaining and funny at first it becomes boring after 5 minutes
of gameplay. Just because whatever you do.... ya die and that's all.
Expected more freedom and exploration.
The style is good. The contents - not so much.
. Loved the fact that it had default controller mappings for mode 1 and 2, like you would use to fly RC planes\/drones.
The menu system where you have to look behind you is a bit much, maybe my centre point was off but seemed like I had to turn
my head 180degrees to see the track, let me turn my body using the stick or keep menu to 180 degrees or 230degrees max.
The dynamics of how the drones handle are way off....if you've ever flown raceing drones before you'll have a hard time
adjusting to this. Bank and yank does not work well at all, I ended up doing best by flying rudder and "throttle" (up\/down) only,
which kinda defeats the point.
Had serious frame drops in menu view, on a 1070?
Fun for 30min. Buggy clunky & basially crap. not worth the 2$ i got it for. i honestly wish this game was playable, but it isnt..
Cool game in which you need to use the cores to collect all the coins. Went and stuck for 2 hours, definitely recommend..
Whilst this game may not look very.... impressive, playing in-game provides a rather fun experience. It's a casual, easy(ish) to
pick up bowling game, with powerups and all.
Different game types - whilst they not vary too much, still provide a nice amount of variety in terms of gameplay.
Where I say ish in terms of the ability to pick it up, the controls at first seem rather wonky, and as my younger cousin says "Can
I turn down the mouse?"
After you learn the controls, which aren't really hard to learn at all, it is overall a fun game and worth the buy, although only if
you have additional person to play aswell.. GAME IS FUN AS HELL! only down side is its dead! 1 server and ther person is not
even playing haha.. wish there were other games like this one but very active.. This game was nothing like I was expecting. The
first ghost you encounter actually scared the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of me. The puzzles in this game are actually challenging and
engaging unlike most horror games today. The graphics may not be the best but this game is an example of doing horror right.
You play as an investigator trying to find 3 missing persons. The investigation brings you to an abandoned factory seems pretty
generic but thats where the game surprised me. Once you go down the stairs of the factory♥♥♥♥♥♥gets real intense. A girl
trapped in a room asks for your help so like I said before puzzles and figuring out a combination to a lock but the scene gets
really creepy. After that you go down more you guessed it stairs and find yourself in caves. I am not giving away anything else
but damn this game got me. I give stairs 5 creepy ♥♥♥♥ing ghosts out of 5.. Its a good game but some Hunters are tunneling
good runners but its good.
10/10
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